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as the highest ambition of German statesmen. Lockroy
writes: " The great majority of the population of Germany
are zealous Protestants. And for this reason they shun all
thought of Germany's possible absorption of the German
provinces of Austria. These are Catholic and to unite them
with the Reich would reverse the party situation in the
Reichstag. What would then become of Prussia's dominant
position ? " . . . Lockroy was astounded at the growth of
towns in Germany. ... He finds in Germany a great deal
that is lacking in France, Why does he tend to seek for
romantic explanations ? Why does he take so much trouble
to discover an alleged revival of medievalism in Germany ?
I ventured to suggest to him that all this progress could
be traced back to a definite urge. In France centralisation
was tightening, in Germany a welcome, historically logical
decentralisation was coming about. Paris, I told him, was
the belly and heart of France—Germany on the other hand
fortunately had other great centres besides Berlin.
" Are there," I asked him, " people in France who think
that the English and French fleets may be called upon to
destroy the German fleet ? "
" Certainly, there are many," he replied, " who indulge
such wild fancies. But on the other hand there is no lack
of dreamers who prattle about the destruction of the English
fleet by the combined fleets of Germany and France. Neither
side need be taken very seriously."
" And the Nationalists ? "
" They are," he said, " only to be regarded as a parlia-
mentary group with certain objectives connected with
France's domestic policy—a group composed of Royalists,
Imperialists, Clericals and ambitious people who want to
snatch the helm."
" What do you think," I asked," about the cordial relations
between France and England sponsored by King Edward ?
Is this intimacy directed against Germany ? "
Lockroy replied : " Civil relations with England are of the
greatest value to us. I will go back to the time when I was
Minister of the Marine under Dupuy. It was the time of the
Fashoda trouble. Relations between England and France
had become so strained that there was imminent possibility
of war. For six months, from August, 1898, to February,

